Components

Battle Game
Play them in a pair to keep the current position.
Card number with "+", "-", or "±"

■ 46 cards
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10 zombies

   

      
     
   
       

10 pirates

① Place the bridge board on the table.

①

② Place the deck boards as shown above.

which are threats to the players.

      
       

10 evils

Some cards have "zombies", "evil (monsters)", or "pirates" on them,

Place the sturdy boards at "6" and "12".

There are 5 cards each of "4" to "9" (2x "+", 2x "-", and 1x "±"), and 4 cards each of "10"

*The sturdy boards will not be removed during the game.

to "13 (2x "+" and 2x "-").

Place two connected half boards at "2" to "5"
and "13" to "16", where the numbers are shown

■ 1 bridge board (combine 3 parts)

in yellow on the bridge board.

 
  

Place the plain boards at "0", "1", "7" to "11", "17",

      

and "18".

    

③ Place the die near the bridge board.



Overview

④ Shuﬄe the cards and deal 9 cards face down to each player. Each player keeps the
dealt cards as their hand, hidden from the other players.
■ 27 deck boards

⑤ Return the remaining cards to the box, face down.
9 plain boards

In a 2-player game

2 sturdy boards

Deal 9 cards to each player. Among the undealt cards, place 16 cards near the

■ 1 die

bridge board as a face down deck. Return the remaining cards to the box, face down.

■ 1 rule sheet

16 half boards

⑥ Each player takes 1 token and places it on the deck board at either "6" or "12" of the

■ 5 tokens (5 colors x 1 each)

bridge board.

Draw a card from the player to your right and play cards, and repeat!

⑦ The player who has most recently been to a tropic country is the starting player.

If you play 1 card, you need to move on the suspension bridge. Play a pair of cards to
keep the current position! You will drop out if you fall out of the bridge! It's an extreme old
maid with a battle game and a cooperation game. Your goal is to survive to the end and
be rescued by a helicopter.
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Game Flow

1. Resolving Moves

The game starts with the starting player to take a turn.

You can pass through spaces with no deck boards when moving. These spaces are
counted as the number of moves.

When 1 card is played

Perform the following in your turn.
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Move your token as follows according to the number on the played card.

"+" card

① Draw a card
Draw a card from the hand of the player to your right and add it to your hand. If they have

Move toward "18" by the number on the card.

no card, draw a card from the player further to the right who still has a card.

+5
If your are in a space with no deck board after moving, you will drop out (see p. 8).
*You will also drop out if you go below "0" or above "18" after moving.

+5
"-" card

Move toward "0" by the number on the card.
In a 2-player game

−5

Draw a card either from the hand of the other player or the deck. The game does
not end when the deck runs out. If there is no card in the deck, draw a card from
the other player's hand.

+5

② Play card(s)

When a pair of cards are played

Play a single card or a pair of cards from your hand.

Stay in the current position.

At this time, do not stack the cards so that the card numbers are visible.

"±" card

Move in either direction by the number on the card.

−5
0
1 card

1 pair

2 cards with the same number regard-

2 cards with the same number

less of the picture or "+", "-", "±".

regardless of the picture or "+", "-", "±".

+5

After playing card(s), resolve moves and threats in order.
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Continue to the back side
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2. Resolving Threats

Dropout

If the card(s) you have played has zombies, evil (monster), or pirates on it, resolve the threat

After the above process is completed, the player to the left takes their turn.

(s). If a deck board on which any player's token is placed is removed after resolving threats,

Repeat this until the game ends.

If you are in a position with no deck board after resolving threats, you will fall oﬀ the bridge
and drop out. You will also drop out if you go below "0" or above "18" after moving.

the owner of the token drops out of the game.

The dropped player reveals all remaining cards in their hand and immediately resolves any

Half Boards

threats depicted on the revealed cards. As a result, another player may further drop out due

Remove the remaining deck board which is in the position closest to "18". If more than

Each half board is treated as a single deck board when they are removed in resolving

one card with zombies have been played, remove as many boards as the number of

threats. Tokens can move freely between two half boards in the same numbered position.

immediately resolves any threats as well.

Zombies

to the loss of a deck board. In this case, the newly dropped player reveals their hand and

cards with zombies. Return the removed boards to the box.

Example

Dropout

If your token is at "2" and a half board at "2" is removed, you will move to the remaining
half board at "2" and will not drop out.

Cards revealed due to dropout

Evil (monster)
Remove the remaining deck board which is in the position closest to "0". If more than
one card with evil (monster) have been played, remove as many boards as the number
of cards with evil. Return the removed boards to the box.

Resolve threats

However, if the second half board is removed, you will drop out.

Waiting for Rescue
If you have no card left in your hand without dropping out, you are in the state of waiting

Pirates

for rescue. A player who is waiting for rescue does nothing until the end of the game and

Roll the die as many times as the number of played cards with pirates on them. For

waits for the rescue helicopter. However, you can't let your guard down yet. If the deck

each die roll, remove the deck board from the position corresponding to the number on
the die and return it to the box.

board at your position is removed before the helicopter arrives, you will fall oﬀ the bridge

Dropout

*Nothing happens if there is no deck board in the corresponding position.
*Nothing happens if the result of the die roll is "miss".

and drop out. You should wait for the helicopter at a safe location.

No cards in hand
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End of Game and Winner
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Title List

The game comes to an end when there is only 1 player with cards in their hand.
Players cooperate with each other to rescue everyone. Try to escape while helping

If no player is waiting for rescue

each other so that more players can be rescued.

The player who has not dropped out immediately wins and the game ends.
They are successfully rescued.

Game Setup

No Survivors

Tragedy

1 Survivor

The Lone Survivor

Later criticized by gossip magazines as a
traitor for their reckless challenge.

2 Survivors

Good Buddies

10 years later, one of them proposed to
retry the island and bring back the
treasure. This was the beginning of a
new tragedy.

(in a 2-player game)

2 Survivors

Best Buddies

They visited the island again 5 years
later and successfully robbed the gold
and silver treasures.

3+ Survivors

Special Team

5 years later, one of them proposed a
second attempt on the island. They
succeeded in bringing back the treasures.

All returned alive in
a 4+ player game

Slayer Team

5 years later, the survivors eliminated
all threats of the island.

Perform the steps ①-⑤ of the Battle Game.
⑥ Each player takes 1 token and places it on the deck board at either "2" or "16" of
the bridge board.
Dropped out

Winner

⑦ The player who has most recently attacked by pirates is the starting player.

Dropped out

Game Flow
If 1 or more players are waiting for rescue

As in the Battle Game, players take turns until the game ends.

The player with cards in their hand performs the following end-game process.

In a 2-player game

Play a single card or a pair of cards in any order and resolve moving and threats.

They never returned from that island.

As in the 2-player Battle Game, players take turns until the game ends.

Repeat this step until no card is left in the hand. During this process, there can be a
newly dropped player, including the last player with cards in their hand.
The game ends when all cards have been played and resolved. The following player

When Drawing a Card

becomes the winner and other remaining players are survivors.
Winner

You cannot reveal speciﬁc information about your cards, such as the number on the

- The player whose token is in the position
closest to "9" (the center of the bridge)

card or the type of threat. However, it is allowed to share information such as which

Contact Us：CS@tactical-games.net

card you want/don't want them to draw or if the number is big or small.

For updates and new product information on "The Deadland,"

becomes the winner. They are the ﬁrst to grab

please visit the Tactical Games' website.

the rope from the rescue helicopter.

End of Game and Titles

https://tactical-games.net

The game is played until it ends as in the Battle Game. If there are 1 or more players

- If more than 1 player have their tokens in the

waiting for rescue, perform the end-game process. The number of surviving players

position closest to "9", share the victory. You

Planning / Production：TACTICAL GAMES

Do not leave in a hot and humid place as it may deteriorate.

after the game ends determines the title you receive.

all made it out in one piece!

Caution (Please read carefully.)

Credits

Keep away from ﬁre to avoid deterioration and ﬁre.

Game Design：戸塚 中央
Artwork：TANSAN / 鈴木ヨウタ

Do not give to children under 3 years of age as there is a risk
of accidental ingestion.

Winners

@TacticalGamesJP

(all are in ± 4 positions from the center)

If there are no surviving players, there is no winner. You all fell pray to them.
©TACTICAL GAMES, 2022, All rights reserved.
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